™
L I Q U I D D E - I C I N G A N D A N T I - I C I N G T E C H N O LO GY

ICY AND SNOWY ROADS HAVE MET THEIR MATCH
IT’S THE SECRE T TO DEICING, ANTI-ICING AND CORROSION CONTROL

Performance and Design

This unique formula breaks the
bond of ice and snow at the surface
and works to decrease snow pack
build up. When combined with
a 1:1 ratio of water from melting
snow and ice, it will not refreeze
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Apex-C™ is the new Calcium
Chloride formula added to the
MeltDown line of products. It
was created with a combination
of proprietary additives and
organic polymers that provide
corrosion protection and enhanced
performance even at the lowest
temperatures in winter.

Freezing Point Chart
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32% Calcium Chloride

Percentage of Solution Mixed with Water

Corrosion Control and Safer Roads
Aiding in corrosion control, Apex-C™ can be applied
directly to paved surfaces to prevent snow and ice
bonding – resulting in safer roads. It also lowers the
refreezing point, creating less ice for faster snow
removal while increasing traction.

corrosion, but provides corrosion protection that is
Competitive
Product

APEX-C

cost of road sustainability is drastically reduced.

Amber Clear Appearence
Apex-C - Clear, no odor, and does not
stain exterior surfaces

PNS Corrosion Score

MeltDown Apex-C

Chloride and Rock Salt, APEX-C™ is 70%
less corrosive. APEX-C meets all of
specifications and has a corrosion
score of less than 30 to be approved to

Rock Salt (NaCl)
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Features
Breaks bonds of ice and snow at the surface

Provides a longer cycle time between snowplow routes

Appears clear to amber with little to no odor
Can be applied directly to road surface

Does not stain and is environmentally sensitive

Does not separate or require agitation in storage

Performs consistently and reliably

For More Information, call 1.800.369.3878. Visit us at www.EnviroTechServices.com
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